**Director of Operations**

1.0 FTE – FULL TIME

Revision to Title: _______________________________________

Training:  
- MBA  
- 5 Years in Position

Aspirations:  
- Independent responsibility  
- Visibility within the organization.

Additional Training Course Topics

**Senior Technician**

1.0 FTE – FULL TIME

Revision to Title: _______________________________________

Training:  
- BS in Physiology  
- 5 Years in Position

Aspirations:  
- Research specialization/administration

Additional Training Course Topics

**Junior Technician**

0.5 FTE – HALF TIME

Revision to Title: _______________________________________

Training:  
- BA in Biochemistry  
- 1 Year in Position

Aspirations:  
- Attend medical school

Additional Training Course Topics

**Clinical Educator**

0.5 FTE – HALF TIME

Revision to Title: _______________________________________

Training:  
- 5 Years in Healthcare Education  
- Master’s in Nursing

Aspirations:  
- Conduct research in field of educational psychology

Additional Training Course Topics

**Virtual OR/Classroom**

Skills Room

Admin
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